Abstract-The use of middleware has extended from simply facilitating applications' communication to a broad set of services supporting a huge spectrum of networked and distributed computing environments. At the same time mobile wireless ad hoc networks (MANET) have become a popular distributed environment and its application domain is expanding rapidly. However, like all distributed environments several issues must be considered and many problems have to be addressed to have efficient and useful applications. Current researchers moved towards using middleware to provide solutions to these issues and simplify application development for MANETs. In this paper we cover the latest trends and developments in middleware for MANETs and survey these approaches to identify their qualities and limitations. We then classify these approaches into six categories that group them based on the communication models and the programming paradigm used. The paper also evaluates these approaches in terms of the identified categories such as support for mobility, openness and heterogeneity, and the ease of use. Finally, we try to identify the open issues and the possible research directions that would provide better middleware solutions for MANETs.
I. INTRODUCTION
In our future living environments information will be the most important commodity and exchanging via electronic devises (wired and wireless) and across networks will be a very important factor. It is foreseeable that the interaction of computing and communication will increase drastically and devices (e.g. home appliances and computing devices embedded in cars) incorporating microprocessors with communications capabilities will be very common. This will extend the communication field to a fully pervasive computing environment relying heavily on wireless ad hoc networks. Unlike a fixed wireless network, wireless ad-hoc or on-the-fly networks (MANET) are characterized by the lack of infrastructure and centralized authority. Nodes in a MANET are free to move and organize themselves in an arbitrary fashion. MANETs are very dynamic in terms of available communication partners, network resources, connectivity and bandwidth. Furthermore, end-user devices are very heterogeneous, ranging from high-end laptops to low-end PDAs and mobile phones. In addition, the resources are limited in terms of available memory, CPU speed and battery power. Furthermore, the available bandwidth is much smaller compared to wired networks.
There is a broad spectrum of potentially useful applications for MANET, but application development in this domain is not easy. Obviously, solving the same issues in every new application from scratch is not feasible. Instead, middleware services that support development of applications for mobile ad-hoc networks is a novel approach that will offer information access and sharing, and considerable flexibility for MANET. Due to the unique characteristics of MANETs, traditional middleware solutions that assume a relatively fixed network infrastructure are not suitable. Most traditional paradigms adopt synchronous models of communication and generally are not resource aware. In recent years, interest has grown in designing a middleware layer that fully meets the needs of MANET applications. Here we investigate some representative middleware solutions for MANETs, evaluate and compare them. Furthermore, we propose a classification based on the programming approach used and the model of communication. This will allow the reader to get a clearer insight and basic understanding of the current and proven effective ways to tackle issues on the design of middleware for MANETs. The selection of the approaches is based on how innovative they are in supplying new concepts and solutions to cope with ad hoc scenarios requirements.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section II surveys some related work carried out in the field then section III outlines the most relevant challenges faced in middleware design for MANETs. In Section IV we describe the research projects and approaches. In Section V we propose a state of the art classification, then an evaluation framework is provided on which the projects are then evaluated and compared. In section VI we discuss some of the open issues, and then we conclude the paper in Section VII.
II. DISCUSSION AND RELATED WORK
Here we discuss some existing work and aspects related to our research in middleware for mobile ad hoc networks. First it is important to mention that limited work has been done on surveying middleware for mobile distributed systems in general and MANETs in particular due to the complexity and the non obvious taxonomy of the available middleware solutions. The survey [13] constitutes a thorough study of middleware for distributed systems whether fixed, nomadic or mobile. However, to some extent, the paper failed to survey many relevant approaches with proven results in an ad hoc environment. Our work focuses only on pure ad hoc environments and provides a selection of well suited models and approaches in the field. Several middleware solutions have been proposed for distributed systems, generally with heavy computational load often adapting synchronous communication style. These approaches are more suited for fixed distributed systems since devices are resources-rich and high steady bandwidth is assured by the wired links. Examples of such approaches are: Object Oriented middleware such as CORBA [21] , Microsoft COM [24] and Sun Java/RMI [19] , Message Oriented Middleware such as IBM queries [22] , Sun's java message queue [15] , and Transaction Oriented Middleware such as BEA"S Tuxedo [11] . In mobile distributed systems, the middleware should be computationally lightweight due to the scarce resources of the mobile devices and asynchronous since low bandwidth and disconnections are a norm. Another important issue is awareness of the dynamic context of the environment that should be provided using middleware techniques and application adaptation to come up with the optimal solution. An attempt of adapting traditional middleware solution on nomadic and mobile environments has been carried out such as IIOP [10] (Internet Inter ORB Protocol) which is a part of CORBA. Mobiware [2] , Alice [10] and DOLMAN [23] also cover relevant work for nomadic or semi fixed distributed systems. Alternative and totally new approaches have been investigated for mobile distributed systems. The most relevant ones are: Odyssey [26] , coda [27] , bayou [28] Tspaces [29] , salutation [25] and Jini [3] . Even though these approaches moved a step forward in adapting to a mobile environment, they failed to address pure ad hoc environments since most of them rely on a semi fixed architecture (i.e. cellular networks), and more resource-rich devices. In section IV we survey middleware solutions that have been demonstrated to better fit in a pure ad hoc scenario.
III MIDDLEWARE CHALLENGES FOR MANETS
The design and development of a successful middleware layer for MANETs is not trivial. It has to deal with many challenges dictated by the MANET characteristics on one hand and the applications requirements on the other: HETEROGENEITY: The middleware should provide low level programming models to meet the major challenge of bridging the gap between hardware's raw potential and the needed activities. It should establish system-level mechanisms interfacing to the various types of hardware and network systems, only supported by basic distributed primitive operating system abstractions. This will support a wide range of applications and hardware platforms.
MOBILITY AND NETWORK TOPOLOGY: Due to the dynamic nature of a MANET, it exhibits frequent and unpredictable topology changes. The mobile nodes dynamically establish routes among themselves as they move; moreover a user in a MANET may not only operate within the ad-hoc network, but may also require access to a public fixed network. MANETs therefore, should be able to adapt the traffic and propagation conditions to the nodes' mobility patterns.
SCALABILITY: If an application gets bigger, the network should be flexible enough to allow the addition of more nodes anywhere any time without affecting the network performance. Efficient middleware services must be capable of maintaining acceptable levels of performance, as the network grows larger.
LIMITED RESOURCES: Middleware should provide mechanisms for efficient use of processing, memory and communication resources, while maintaining low power consumption. A node should accomplish its basic operations [20] without resources exhaustion. As an example of energy aware middleware, most of the device's components including the transceivers should be automatically turned on and off based on the application requirements.
QUALITY OF SERVICE: An important and unique property of middleware for MANETS is dictated by the design principles of application knowledge [13] . However middleware has to include mechanisms for injecting application knowledge in the infrastructure of the network. This allows mapping application communication requirements to network parameters for fine-tuning the network monitoring process. Most ad hoc network applications dictate minimum quality of service (QoS) requirements sustained over an extended period of time. Middleware should be able to support QoS and dynamically adjust to changes in QoS requirements.
CONTEXT AWARENESS: It is a general term used to encapsulate almost all characteristics of mobile ad hoc applications. Context means every aspect that can impact the behavior of an application; therefore the middleware should be context aware [14] . We can distinguish two types of awareness: device awareness and environment awareness. Device awareness relates to the internal resources of the device: battery power, processing power, and memory. Environment awareness relates to external resources around the device such as network connectivity, bandwidth, location, and other hosts in range.
SECURITY: Providing communication among hosts in a hostile environment is a primary concern. Unique characteristics of MANETs pose various challenges to the security design such as open peer-to-peer (P2P) network architecture, a shared wireless medium and a highly dynamic topology. These challenges raised the requirement of developing secure solutions that achieve wider protection, while maintaining desirable network performance. There is no standard security mechanism in a MANET from the security design perspective to address this issue.
IV MIDDLEWARE APPROACHES FOR MANETS
In this section some design principles and research projects that have already been proposed will be presented. We will argue that middleware for MANETs are tightly coupled with applications and there is no single general middleware that resolves all problems. The surveyed middleware approaches are purely and specifically designed for an ad hoc environment. We exclude those designed for fixed, nomadic or semi ad hoc infrastructures which is beyond the scope of this paper.
A. STEAM [16] : It introduces the concept of Event Based Middleware in a mobile Ad hoc environment. It addresses some specific constraints related to MANETs. One of the constraints is that some middleware components of the event services cannot be located on independent physical machines. In addition, such components may not be co-located with mobile entities and pose problems regarding availability, consistency, coverage and computational resources. STEAM utilizes the implicit publish/subscribe model thus does not require separate dedicated fixed cluster of event servers for to operate as the case in P2P and mediator-based models. Significantly the implicit publish subscribe model allows the consumers to subscribe to particular event types and the publishing entities to publish events. The entities are therefore fully anonymous. STEAM uses the proximity (geographical and functional) group communication model. The geographical aspects specify the area where the information is valid and the mobile devices within the propagation range. The functional aspects represent the common interest of produces and consumers based on the type of information propagated among them. Using these two aspects the mobile devices discover each other and therefore communicate. STEAM supports three different types of event filters: Subject filters, Proximity filters and Content filters. The usage of content filters enables subscribing entities to express sophisticated queries, which enable fine grain filtering of events. The subject and proximity filters are utilized to address the scalability of the system. In STEAM subject and proximity filters are applied on the publisher's side. Events are only routed to subscribers if both filters match. On the other hand content filters are deployed at the subscriber's side and utilized when an instance of an event is received to determine whether or not to deliver the event to the application.
B. EMMA [18] : As discussed in earlier sections, one solution for designing middleware for MANETs is to find a way to adapt a well known middleware technique used in traditional systems. This has a clear advantage in allowing application developers to adopt the same standards on mobile and dynamic devices. Also it allows interoperability between the wired and the ad hoc infrastructures. Therefore using paradigms based on asynchronous mechanisms constitute an adequate solution for an ad hoc environment where frequent disconnection and bandwidth fluctuation are the norm. Message Oriented Middleware (MOM) is a popular paradigm. EMMA is a MOM based middleware that exploits the Java Message Service (JMS) originally deigned for semi mobile distributed systems. EMMA is an attempt to adapt the JMS to fit MANETs by providing a slight modification of the message passing used in JMS and adding an epidemic routing mechanism [18] that facilitate delivery of messages in a MANET environment. As in JMS, EMMA applications can use the point to point or the publish-subscribe communications style. In point to point, applications use queues for asynchronous message exchange between the producer and possible consumers. The optimal location of the queues is determined by a negotiation process that is application dependant, which makes the middleware context aware. To allow the hosts that are not within range to receive messages, the asynchronous epidemic routing protocol is used. Each host maintains a buffer of messages created and messages received and messages are dropped if the buffer overflows. As a result the reliability of this protocol a best effort one and it does not grantee that all messages are delivered. In the publish-subscribe model some hosts contain topics and subscriptions of hosts interested in the topic. Topics are exchanged through subscribed group members using a synchronous protocol or an epidemic protocol. This model also provides mechanisms for maintaining subscription and unsubscription messages. [4] among the key objectives of an ad hoc environment is information sharing, access and communication. On one hand this makes P2P communication an adequate approach to tackle many issues since it shares some key characteristics with MANETs. On the other hand they also have some key differences such as the dynamic topology and the lack of guaranteed connectivity. In addition, scalability in P2P is limited in terms of data rates, whereas in MANETs it is conditioned by low bandwidth and low processing power.
C. Expeerience
From this stems the design of Expeerience. It takes advantage of services provided by a P2P environment and adds various modules needed for MANET. The P2P framework chosen is JXTA [4] which offers key advantages such as interoperability, platform independence and ubiquity. JXTA tries to create a common platform for developing distributed P2P services and applications. Expeerience enhances some of the services in JXTA and adds another software layer that meets the requirement of MANET that is not met by JXTA. Thus introducing new features like: management of the intermittent connections and multiple interfaces, more efficient resource discovery mechanisms and code mobility. It is important to mention another concept used by Expeerience which is code mobility. This new paradigm allows the download and installation of new services dynamically. This feature allows the middleware to dynamically adapt to situations that were not considered during the design and that only take place at run-time.
D. SELMA [19] : A middleware platform that uses mobile agents communicating through the "marketplaces" pattern, in which mobile applications send and forward agents to specific geographic locations called marketplaces. In these well-defined locations, the probability of finding the required information is very high since they are characterized by a high presence of mobile hosts. This communication pattern is suitable for a large number of ad hoc applications such as online auctions and electronic billboards. SELMA middleware fits well in an ad hoc scenario by being self-configurable and power aware. It supports hop-to-hop communication and multi-hop communication as well. The user specifies the application agent in a mobile host and then the agent moves toward a specified target marketplace using the agent transport protocol to provide any service to the mobile host originator. After finishing its task in the marketplace, the mobile agent moves either to another marketplace to do another task or moves back to its originator using homezones. A homezone is defined as a geographical area with a high sejourn probability of the originator. The proposed middleware architecture is composed of three parts, communication abstraction, agent platform and the set of application and service agents. The communication abstraction layer provides different services such as mobile hosts positioning, wireless communication and neighbor discovery. The wireless communication model uses both local unicast and local broadcast to all one hop neighbors. The current implementation of SELMA is based on the ad-hoc mode of the IEEE 802.11. The agent platform layer provides mechanisms for reliable agent transport using agent duplication, map computation by dividing the area surrounding the mobile device into small rectangles, hot spot detection allowing the device to detect where the marketplaces are, geographic routing, marketplace communication enabling agents to communicate between each other in a specific marketplace, and localization services. Finally, the upper layer contains application agents for user-defined application, and service agents that are not assigned to any user and used to provide location based services such as duplicate elimination and load balancing.
E. Mobile Gaia [32] : To address pervasive and ad hoc computing environments, Mobile Gaia middleware adopts a component based approach. That is, application services are decomposed into smaller components that can run on a cluster of different heterogonous devices. This yields to considerable memory and power savings, since the middleware allows only the required component to be loaded and unloaded to a device depending on its role. The mobile ad hoc network is divided into active spaces or clusters, where each personal active space has a device coordinator or a cluster head, and a set of client devices. Mobile Gaia divides services into two main categories, when the services are provided by the cluster coordinator; the services are referred to as coordinator services, and when the services are provided by the client device, the services are referred to as client services. It is important to mention, that in a coordinator role, the device has additional responsibilities such as managing all services in the devices belonging to its cluster, integrating data collected from the client devices and maintaining their locations. As a communication model, Mobile Gaia adopts the traditional event based model, namely, publish-subscribe. When an application wants to send an event, it creates an event channel in the host device, and then the device notifies its cluster coordinator with the nature event using the event service. The cluster coordinator maintains a repository of events, and when an application is interested in any event, it subscribes to it by notifying the local event service which in its turn queries the event service in the cluster coordinator for that specific event. Mobile Gaia architecture is comprises a main Kernel and an application framework. The kernel contains a set of services and a service deployment framework responsible for installing new services, loading and unloading services when they are no longer needed. The frame is based on the "What You Need Is What You Get" model [34] . The application framework eases the development of the distributed application by supplementing a common interface offering context awareness and adaptation.
F. LIME [17] : is information sharing middleware. It adopts the tuple space based approach that stems from Linda [30] , which provides tuple space data structure for fixed distributed systems. The tuple space systems have been demonstrated to provide many useful features for wireless environments. LIME extends the model adopted in Linda and makes it suitable for highly dynamic mobile environments. LIME defines a tuple space for each mobile host and permanently associates it with it. When a mobile host connects to other hosts, rules for transient sharing of the individual tuple spaces are defined. This is effective for a fast and accurate information exchange between mobile hosts when a connection is established. Each mobile host maintains an interface tuple (ITS) that is permanently and exclusively attached to that unit and transferred with it when movement occurs (like in the data tree of Xmiddle). Each ITS contains tuples that the unit wishes to share with others and it represents the only context accessible to the unit when it is alone. However, the content of the ITS is dynamically recomputed so it looks like the result of the merging of the ITSs of other mobile units currently connected. Upon the arrival of a new mobile unit, the content perceived by each mobile unit through its ITS is recomputed taking the content of the new mobile unit into account. This operation is called engagement of tuple spaces; the opposite operation, performed on departure of a mobile unit, is called disengagement.
Information about the system configuration is made available through a read-only transiently shared tuple space called Lime System, containing details about the mobile components present in the community and their relationship. Moreover, reactions can be set on the tuple space, to enable actions to be taken in response to a change in the configuration of the system. An important aspect of Lime is tuple access and movement; events are used to notify users when a new tuple is available. It is worth noting that the tuple space approach is widely used by other middleware to support mobility such as TSpaces [29] of IBM and L2imbo [6] . [8] : An enhancement of LIME middleware is investigated and implemented in Limone. One limitation of LIME is that it assumes that the network is not highly dynamic and can sustain a permanent connection during a group transaction. This symmetric approach enforced by group membership presents limitation in case of a highly mobile environment where permanent connections are not guaranteed. To cope with this issue, Limone accommodate a high degree of uncertainty in the state of a network by providing more robust interaction model between agents residing in hosts. The model is based on individual agents having full control on the distributed transaction it participates with. This is done by making each host maintain an acquaintance list that provides a global view of the operating context and is customizable using admission policies depending on the network dynamics and the application requirements. Limone's main features are context management, explicit data access, reactive programming and code mobility or agent migration. In respect to context management, an efficient discovery mechanism is provided to allow the agents to discover neighbors and to selectively decide on their relevance depending on the application requirements and network settings. This approach copes better with scalability, limited hardware resources and security issues.
G. LIMONE
H. MESHMdl [33] : Context awareness and self organization are the main design principles of the MESHMdl middleware to cope with mobile ad hoc scenarios. It is based on two well known approaches: autonomous mobile agents for logical mobility and tuple spaces [36] allowing decoupling applications components in time and space which is necessary to cope with the high dynamics of an ad hoc environment such as mobility and frequent disconnections. This asynchronous mode of communication allows different peers and mobile nodes to communicate without having to set up a "rendezvous". Applications in MESHMdl are expressed as groups of mobile agents that collaborate via spaces. The MESHMdl architecture is comprised of: a generic connection layer, an interaction layer, Space layer, agent runtime or Engine, and agent applications. The generic connection layer encapsulates different network technologies and supplements the upper layers with neighbor discovery mechanisms and a way to interact with them. This layer makes the middleware independent from the underlying network. The role of the space layer is to define the way spaces are managed and defined. It uses an object oriented implementation of the tuple space paradigm as adopted in JavaSpaces [37] .
an agent. The agent applications are responsible for managing the creation of agent and the way they are cooperating to form an application. MESHMdl is mobility aware since spaces are not federated when two nodes meet as in LIME [18] . Instead they appear separate to the applications. An engagement protocol is used for communication when hosts are within communicating range. Furthermore, and information diffusion is supported, namely, the Xector model which is a mechanism used to propagate information through the network under certain constraints. [14] : Considered as data-sharing-oriented middleware, it provides mechanisms to deal with frequent disconnected operations in an ad hoc environment. Xmiddle moves a step forward by providing a robust data structure to deal with ad hoc scenarios and no assumption is made about the existence of fixed provider or privileged nodes as in the case in nomadic ones. Using a tree like data structure, mobile hosts can establish efficient communication with each other. Each mobile host maintains a private tree data structure with access points to allow communication with other hosts. XMIDDLE therefore provides an approach to sharing that allows on-line collaboration, off-line data manipulation, synchronization and application dependent data reconciliation. As long as two hosts are connected, they can share and modify the information on each other's linked data trees. When disconnections occur, the disconnected hosts retain replicas of the trees they were sharing while connected, and continue to be able to access and modify the data. When the two hosts reconnect, the reconciliation is accomplished using the replicas of the tree previously stored. This allows restoring only a small specific part of the tree rather than the whole tree. This turns to be a critical issue since not all devices has sufficient resources to update the whole tree at all times. The tree data structure is implemented using XML [14] and related technologies. Data is stored in XML documents, which can be semantically associated to trees. Nodes, address branches and references in the XML documents are then manipulated using technologies such as Document Object model, Xpath and Xlink. It is worth noting that representing mobile data structures in XML enables seamless integration of Xmiddle applications with the various systems and Micro Browsers. [12] : Mate is among the middleware for wireless sensor networks (WSN) that uses a virtual machine (VM) approach as an abstraction layer to implement its operations and to tackle the different challenges of WSN, which carry great similarities to MANETs. Mate focuses on the need for new programming paradigms to overcome constraints such as limited bandwidth and the large energy draw from network activity. Mate proposes a spectrum of reprogrammability from simple parameters adjustments to uploading complete program updates using a VM approach. The energy cost of sending a single bit of data can consume the same energy used to execute thousands of instructions. A content specific routing and reprogramming model can be used and supported by the VM. Mate is a byte code interpreter built on TinyOS [12] operating system designed specifically for sensor networks that run on motes (small devices with a small CPU and limited storage resources) to implement the middleware operations. It uses codes that are broken into capsules of 24 instructions, each of which is a single byte long. This gives the advantage to large programs to be decomposed to multiple capsules, thus easy to inject into the network. The key components are the VM (Mate), Network, Logger, Hardware and Boot/Scheduler. Using a synchronous model that begins execution in response to an event such as packet transmission or timer signal, it avoids message buffering and large storage. The synchronous model makes application-level programming simpler and less prone to bugs than asynchronous event notifications. Another key functionality of Mate is infection or network updates done by using version numbers, so comparison could be made at the neighbors and the newest version is installed.
I. XMIDDLE
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V. CLASSIFICATION , EVALUATION AND COMPARISON
In the previous section we surveyed different existing middleware approaches, based on the programming models used. In this section, we will classify the available approaches. Then we will define an evaluation framework, which we will use to evaluate the different systems under consideration.
A. Classification
Based on the information gathered we may classify the approaches into six main categories: Event based and Message Oriented Middleware (MOM), component based and Mobile agents middleware, Peer to peer based middleware, tuple spaces based middleware, data sharing based middleware, and virtual machine based middleware. It is important to mention that while all categories differ in their objectives and the way they deal with programming a mobile ad hoc network as whole; they may have some common features, which make them seem to be non mutually exclusive. This is because research is still maturing and some desired features are sometimes common between some categories.
 Event Based and Message Oriented Middleware (MOM):
Used in distributed systems exhibiting Eventbased architectural style. Event based systems are particularly adequate for distributed environments without central control such as mobile ad hoc networks to support applications that must monitor or react to changes in the environment and information interest. One sub area of interest is MOM, which is a communication model in a distributed mobile ad hoc network. It facilitates message exchange between mobile nodes using the publishsubscribe mechanism. The strength of this paradigm lies in that it supports asynchronous communication very naturally allowing loose coupling between the sender and the receiver. This turns to be very suitable in pervasive environments such as MANETs  Peer-to-Peer (P2P) Middleware: P2P is an interaction model between end points and allow them to share information or accomplish a common task. In P2P architecture, no single host is permanently seen as a server, but each single host is able to play both the role of server and client according to the user's and application's needs. This decentralized architecture makes it a suitable backbone for ad hoc environments. Hence appropriate middleware is needed to provide abstractions to the upper applicative layers and cope with high dynamics such as mobility and resource discovery.
 Component-based and Mobile Agents Middleware:
The key in this approach is that applications are as modular as possible then injected and distributed through the network using mobile agents' migration or diffusion protocols. This yields to considerable energy savings since transmitting small modules will require less energy consumption than a whole application. For example, Mobile Gaia provides a component architecture where components can be installed or loaded/unloaded to dynamic applications. Its autonomic behavior increases its fault tolerance and self-organization of the network.
 Tuple Spaces Based Middleware: as mentioned earlier, ad hoc environments are characterized by low and variable bandwidth, frequent disconnections…etc. Thus a decoupled and opportunistic style of communication is required. Decoupled means that communication happens even in the presence of disconnections, and opportunistic as it exploits connectivity whenever available. One solution offering this possibilities is Tuple Spaces introduced in the Linda [30] coordination language.
 Data Sharing Based Middleware: This approach deals with frequent disconnections and data sharing by providing robust mechanisms and data structures to maximize the availability of the data, providing the users with data replicas. The main goal is to tackle issues such as detecting and resolving conflicts that occur in ad hoc systems by ensuring the integrity and consistency of those replicas. The drawback of this approach is that it is only suitable for small scale networks since only a subset of hosts are able to access a small amount of networked data.
 Virtual Machine Based Middleware: It is a flexible system containing virtual machines (VMs), interpreters and mobile agents. It allows applications to be written in separate small modules that get injected and distributed through the network using tailored algorithms such as overall energy consumption and resource use are minimized. The modules then get interpreted by the virtual machine. The approach however, suffers form the overhead introduced by the instructions.
B. Evaluation
Before evaluating each middleware, we first define a framework for the evaluation based on the following criteria: heterogeneity, scalability, power awareness, Mobility, openness and ease of use. The first four criteria are already defined in the third section; likewise we define openness and ease of use, which are very important in the notion of middleware.
EASE OF USE:
Refers to the level of abstraction of the middleware. In other terms, how its interface relieves the user from dealing with the complex low level APIs of heterogeneous resources by providing an easy to use "single entity" of the whole system. Large-scale ad hoc network applications usually involve various resource types; this increases the complexity of the code and the programming implementation to manage all these heterogeneous resources. For example environment monitoring and multimedia involves a number of heterogeneous resources, including network bandwidth, CPU Cycles, memory buffers, and storage. Dealing with this heterogeneity will require abstract resource models to alleviate the complexity of coordinating and adapting these diverse resources. Such models should be uniform and easy to use offering a user-friendly interface.
OPENNESS: Is the possibility to extend and modify the system easily, as a consequence of changed functional requirements. The system should support both environment awareness and device awareness. Traditional approaches encapsulating and hiding the implementation details result in a "black box" that is difficult to inspect and modify. This should be avoided in middleware design for Manets where dynamic topology and frequent resource changes are a norm rather than an exception. For example in devices such as PDA and sensors, which have limited battery life, CPU power and memory capacity, the system resources should conform to the constraints dictated by the deployment platform and network topology. Designing an open middleware prevents stagnation. Resource management in middleware should dynamically adapt to resource availability and other contextual changes. Standards are essential for open systems and must be continually updated as the environment evolves. Developers must introduce open resource configuration and reconfiguration to achieve the resource management adaptation that the middleware requires.
Following, we evaluate each considered middleware by concentrating on how well they meet the criteria defined in the framework and focusing on the advantages and disadvantages of each approach.
STEAM provides an event service communication middleware suitable in an ad hoc scenario. However, its publish/subscribe mechanism is limited by proximity of nodes and that they must be within reach of each other. It does not provide efficient resource discovery mechanisms to support high nodes mobility. In STEAM each device must be able to perform complex content filtering and this may not be possible for resources constrained devices. It addresses scalability when the mobile hosts are within a proximity communication group; however scalability problems can arise when it comes to distributed applications using entities which are not in close proximity. This significantly limits the usefulness of STEAM in terms of application heterogeneity. Indeed, STEAM has been designed with the traffic management application in mind. Openness and context awareness of the middleware is limited since no mechanisms have been provided to handle failed and temporary unavailable entities. Finally, applications are expressed in terms of events, which is a well know paradigm and easy to use.
EXPEERIENCE is a middleware layer over JXTA that addresses issues with regard to intermittent connections in ad hoc environments. Expeerience moves a step forward by containing efficient features to cope with ad hoc scenarios. It supports code mobility and service migration, including support for mobile agent systems allowing scalability. The new enhanced resource discovery service component allows better disconnection management and the discovery of distributed agents hence the mobility is addressed. This also enables power and hardware resources awareness, such as the life time of mobile nodes is increased. The code mobility concept makes the middleware adaptive where new services could be added at run time, hence openness is supported. Expeerience does not, however, address the component models issue with JXTA nor protocol exchangeability. In its present state Expeerience uses some libraries written in J2SE and C, a light weight version using J2ME or lighter version of the JXTA middleware would be needed to support heterogeneity and to include devices such as PDAs. This layer is also needed to supplement the application developer with an easy to use single interface and programming primitives.
EMMA uses an adapted Java Message Service (JMS) armed with two communication styles: point-to-point and publish-subscribe to cope with ad hoc scenarios such as intermittent connectivity and partial mobility. An epidemic routing mechanism is added to support message delivery to mobile hosts that are not in reach. However, the poorly performing epidemic algorithm in terms of the number of replicas that are spread across the network dictates that a tradeoff between application level routing and resource such as power and bandwidth usage should be investigated. This also poses scalability and openness issues for dynamic network adaptation since the middleware doesn't provide other resource discovery mechanisms beside the epidemic routing protocol. Another limitation is that the reliability offered is a best effort one, which results in the loss of some messages. A prototype of EMMA has been implemented using J2ME -a virtual machine implementation-, which is suitable for heterogeneous devices such as PDAs and laptops. The combination of the MOM paradigm and J2ME offer high level abstractions and an easy to use interface.
SELMA: Using mobile agents under the marketplace and homzones patterns, SELMA addresses well mobility. Self organization, scalability and adaptation are the main design principles of the middleware. This is done by incorporating a set of services such as neighbor discovery, map computation, load balancing and geographic routing. The communication abstraction provides generic methods for positioning, wireless communication and device discovery, thus the middleware is portable across different communication hardware and addresses heterogeneity. The neighbor discovery service allows considerable power and resource savings by collecting information on the devices capacities in hosting additional agents and communicating it to the middleware. The programming abstraction used by SELMA is quite easy to use, however one limitation of the middleware is that dynamic creation of new marketplaces is till under investigation, thus its openness is partial. Furthermore, SELMA was evaluated only on application following the marketplace pattern making the middleware not general purpose.
MOBILE-GAIA combines three main design pillars, decomposing application into components to run on different device, thus saving some power and hardware resources, event based service, namely publish-subscribe very suitable for mobility supported with the discovery and cluster management service, active spaces supporting scalability with novel coordinator-client roles. The service deployment framework allows news services to be installed, components to be loaded and unloaded depending on application needs making the middleware context aware and open. Muti-device support and environment independence is addressed in Mobile Gaia by offering common programming patterns and by using the "WYNIWYG" model, thus supporting heterogeneity and making it easy to use. However, it is important to mention that some mechanisms are under investigation to allow locating services depending on devices memory capacity, bandwidth and power. LIME introduces a new approach in designing middleware services for ad hoc environments which is data sharing based on tuples spaces. However, LIME mobile hosts are connected only when the distance between them allows direct communication using events notification. Mobile agents are connected when they are co-located on the same host, or they reside on hosts that are connected. This turns to be a serious limitation for ad hoc applications where efficient multi hop communication mechanisms should be provided to support high mobility. That is, in its present state LIME is only supports partial physical mobility between host and logical mobility between agents. Furthermore, Lime provides some context awareness but the overhead cost is very high; the blocking behavior of its primitives adds to the overhead. There is no support for behavior adaptation .It doesn't constitute a full middleware package designed to meet all MANETs requirements.
MESHMdl is built on two models, mobile agents and tuple spaces. To adapt to physical mobility, MESHMdl uses logical mobility by agent migrations. Applications components are decoupled in time and space, therefore an asynchronous model of communication is used which is suitable for saving some power and network resources such as bandwidth. So application can migrate logically in case of failure or mobile device going out of range. This confers to the middleware some openness and context awareness. Unlike Lime the tuple spaces are scalable since the node-level spaces are not federated when two nodes meet. The tuple spaces are object oriented therefore easy to use. The middleware supports heterogeneity is compliant with java2 Micro Edition specification and the Connected Limited Device Configuration from Sun [35] , and can run on PDAs , laptops and desktops.
XMIDDLE provides an enhancement for information sharing mechanisms between mobile hosts. Using an enhanced data structure based on trees implemented in XML and other technologies. It moves a step forward in addressing mobile computing issues such as scarce device resources and frequent disconnection. Partial mobility is supported using a tree like data structure allowing better information sharing between connected hosts. Frequent disconnections are handled using different protocols such as link and reconciliation protocols. The replication protocol enables keeping a copy of the communication data structure when disconnections occur so that no updates are needed when the connection is reestablished. This enables considerable energy savings and fast synchronization. XMIDDLE is implemented in Java and relies on the virtual machine, which makes it platform independent and easily supports heterogeneity. However, XMIDDLE suffers some limitations that require further investigation: the communication paradigm (i.e., sharing of trees) is basic and needs to be enhanced to model more complex ad hoc mobile interactions making its openness very limited. Also a key limitation of XMIDDLE like LIME is that multi-hop scenarios are not considered where routing through mobile nodes is required. Also resource discovery mechanisms should be provided to meet requirements such as scalability. Finally, XMIDDLE uses very easy to use programming abstraction and XML and java are considered very high level languages.
MATE with its virtual machine approach supports scalability and openness by the use of active messages to update the network protocols and parameters by injecting new capsules. This makes the network dynamic, flexible and easily reconfigurable.. Mate gives a user-land supplemented by the VM, hence supports heterogeneity and provides efficient network and sensor access. Mobility is addressed by using various ad hoc routing protocols and protocol updates. However, In terms of energy -power awareness-, Mate is only suitable for sleepy applications that are in low duty cycle most of the time, for complex applications, it is wasteful because of the interpretation overhead of its instructions. Also in its current state, Mate is only architecture and byte codes; making it not easy to use; a higher-level language and programming model for application development are needed. The middleware approaches and projects surveyed in this paper all provide different mechanisms and techniques to tackle different challenges and impediments of the design and development of a middleware for MANETs. However, a close examination based on our evaluation in the previous section reveals that the approaches are tightly coupled with specific applications and none fully meets the challenges presented in section IV, more specifically context awareness, QoS, heterogeneity and efficient resource discovery.
We believe that a complete and effective middleware should combine more than one approach and mechanism to cover a wide range of ad hoc requirements. Middleware implementation using virtual machines and using mobile code techniques adopting an asynchronous model of interaction between hosts such as the message oriented style would offer many potential solutions and drastically enhance middleware possibilities in ad hoc environments. In addition, keeping the middleware lightweight and taking the context awareness as a functional requirement throughout the design and development of the middleware is also essential for success. Indeed, mobile code techniques allow creating new services and migrating services at run time and deal with issues that could not be predicted in the design phase. Furthermore, efficient adaptable resource discovery mechanisms specifically adequate for a mobile ad hoc environment should be provided to give the middleware more robustness and flexibility in handling the frequent changes in the network components and the topology.
Security requirements pose another major challenge to address in MANETs. The security mechanisms used and proven in traditional networks are not suitable for Manet's [1] . The absence of centralized authority, dynamic network topology and mobility cause serious problems. In addition, the limited resources and device independence dictate the need for new sophisticated solutions that should be incorporated in the design of middleware for MANETs. These techniques must be capable of functioning efficiently on the independent devices, while keeping resource consumption as low as possible.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we surveyed different middleware approaches specifically adopted for wireless mobile ad hoc networks. We studies some of the issues involved and tried to clarify some of the ambiguities of middleware definitions. Then we identified the major challenges that the design and development of middleware for MANETs faces. Furthermore, we investigated many of the relevant existing projects carried out towards this perspective. We provided a thorough evaluation and comparison by concentrating on similarities and differences between the approaches. In addition, we tried to provide an overview of the positive features and advantages along with the shortcomings and disadvantages of the approaches studied. We were able to identify the following distinct approaches: event based and message oriented (MOM), P2P, component and mobile agents based, tuple spaces and information sharing. Some of the approaches are based on a virtual machine and mobile code techniques. Furthermore, and based on the results of our comparison, we discussed and proposed potential enhancements and new research possibilities in the field. At the end it is important to mention that designing and implementing the middleware that fully meets all the requirements and challenges of a mobile ad hoc environment is to some extent not a realistic venture. Trade-offs must be made to reach a more realistic approach that incorporates various techniques and methodologies to provide as many of the required functionalities as possible, while maintaining flexibility, efficiency, and scalability.
